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This is the documentation of the pyFlashCards software. It's also a collection of examples. A detailed description of the program can be found here. Introduction ==================== What is pyFlashCards? ====================== pyFlashCards is a wxPython based software for creating and studying flash cards. If you don't know what a
flashcard is, think of those sheets of paper with random (or the same) words on it. These cards are used in memory training to keep large numbers of words in your head. pyFlashCards does just that. With pyFlashCards you create "cards" (that contain "tokens" and html) and study them in your browser. What are flashcards? ====================
According to Wikipedia, a flashcard is a "series of laminated or printed cards, each bearing a word or phrase written on one side and its definition on the other. Flashcards may be used to memorize and recall words, phrases, or rules.". There are two main reasons why flashcards are used. The first one is because people tend to learn better from visual
material. This is called the Gestalt principle. The second reason is that you can not study the same word twice (without memorizing it), and the more you study it, the more you remember it. Why should I use pyFlashCards? ============================== Most flashcard programs you find on the internet are very nice, but they are not very
portable. What I mean is that you can only use them on a computer. And if you use them on a computer you are not able to get real life experience on how cards work. Other flashcard programs are easier to use (e.g. there is less to learn) but they are not very interactive. You should use pyFlashCards because it is more portable, it is easier to learn, and also it
is more realistic because it lets you create cards that are realistic and real-life (just like the cards you can buy at your book store). How does pyFlashCards work? ============================ When you start pyFlashCards, you have to choose a folder where you want to store your files. This folder is called the "flashcard folder". In this folder you
will create your "flashcards". Every card will contain some "tokens" (it's like
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￭ Card Type: This is the type of the card. It can be a simple text card, an image, an audio file, a video file, or a combination of the above. ￭ Filename: This is the name that can be given to the card. You can use an html tag for that. ￭ Description: A description of the card. You can use html tags for this too. ￭ Sorted: This is the position of the card in the
deck. You can reorder the cards. ￭ Actions: This is the list of actions that can be performed on the card. The list is automatically built up based on the type of the card. ￭ Sequence: You can start a sequence of cards if there are a lot of cards or a new sequence if you want to start a new sequence (and have not skipped one yet). ￭ Skipped: You can skip a card
that you have already seen. ￭ History: This is a list of all the cards that have been seen before this one. ￭ Deck: This is a reference to the deck that you are in. This allows you to refer to the card back in your file. ￭ History of the card: You can see the list of cards in your history. ￭ Deck of cards: When there is not a good word list to use, you can use the deck
of cards as a way to remember all the words you have seen. Just go through all the cards in the deck and then when you are done you will have all the words memorized. The cards of the deck are ordered by increasing frequency. ￭ The basic command line operations are described in the next chapter. Running pyFlashCards: ￭ Launch a "session" in the
program. ￭ You can either select a language or specify the file of cards. If you specify a file, the program will open the file and run. ￭ You can also open the file from the command line by calling "pyFlashCards \path\to\the\file.txt". ￭ Press "play" on the card that you want to study. A card will come up on the screen with the list of actions that can be
performed on it. ￭ You can now do whatever you want to do. ￭ You can hit Ctrl+ 1d6a3396d6
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--------------------- pyFlashCards is a software for creating and studying flash cards. It is based on pyGTK and wxPython and uses the code from the Sebastian Leitner sbox for enhancing the memory capacity of flash cards. If you are interested, here is a list of other interesting Python flash card programs: - - - - - - To install: - # Windows - sudo apt-get install
python-wxgtk2.8 - # Linux - sudo apt-get install python-wxgtk2.6 It is available in the official Debian repositories, so in theory you can get it with the command: sudo apt-get install python-pyflacs You can also download it from here: - Windows binaries - - Linux binaries (please e-mail me if you want the source code) I have developed it to study at medical
school because none of the flash card programs I found on the internet would do what I want the way I want it. Although it isn't complete, I think that many people can already find it useful. Here are some key features of "pyFlashCards": - python is multiplatform - PyGTK is multiplatform - Sebastian Leitner box for maximizing long term memory retention
- html tags allow to highlight important concepts - image support for visual learners - unicode support allows studying any language Requirements: - python 2.8.x - wxPython 2.6.x (unicode version) Limitations: - You cannot run more than one instance. If you do you will loose data. - Right now it is impossible to reuse cards from one file in another file. This
will be addressed soon with the export cards feature. Installation: - # Windows - Install Python 2.8 - sudo apt-get install python-wxgtk2.8 - Download and install PyGTK -

What's New In?

pyFlashCards is a Flash Card Program for studying or studying with multiple persons. A flashcard is just a picture with the word that you want to learn written on top of it. (See below for an image example) And you use your brain to remember the meaning of the word. The program will create an html file for you containing all the info about your flash
cards. The program will load your created html file and display it. You can save this file into.txt or.html format and use it with any text/html reader. pyFlashCards will also generate a text file with all the information of your flash cards (see below) You can add as many flashcards as you want. pyFlashCards generates html tags that can be used to highlight
important concepts. In addition the program generates HTML that makes it possible to visualize your cards in a stylish and effective way. Getting Started 1. Start pyFlashCards For a quick test, just try the file test.html which you can find on my homepage. In Linux or Mac you might be better off downloading a recent tar file from and run
pyFlashCards/pyFlashCards.py from the directory where you unzipped it. In Windows you probably have to download an installer. You might need to put your Python and wxPython installation in the path of your Python environment, otherwise you might get an error like C:\[path]\Python26\python.exe: No such file or directory However you will still be able
to start pyFlashCards in this way. 2. Add some Cards There are a few easy ways to add flashcards. A. Saving cards from a browser When you visit the program will generate a new.html file that you can edit. In the box at the top right you will find a button for exporting the cards. Click on it. You will be asked for a folder where to store the exported.html file.
If you do not choose any folder pyFlashCards will write the html files into the current directory. You can create a new folder by right clicking on the current directory in windows or just by using the command "mkdir" on Linux or Mac. B. Adding cards from the Python command line The easiest way is probably to use python. If you are using python 2.6 you
can simply run python and the cards will be added to the current directory (not to the created folder!) On my machine running python I get: >>> import pyflashcards >>> py = pyflashcards.PyFlashCards() >>> py.AddCard("guit
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System Requirements For PyFlashCards:

* CPU: Intel® Core™ i5 or higher * RAM: 6GB or higher * HDD: 50GB free space * DirectX®: Version 11 * LAN: Broadband Internet connection * OS: Windows® 7, 8, 10 * Others: Supported game disc * Other: Wi-Fi connection * Others: Microphone and/or speaker ※ Windows® 10 is required to run all downloadable content. ※ This game is
compatible with the following languages: English, French
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